
Un Gioco di Intuito e Strategia per la Conquista del Ponte Vecchio nell’Antica Pisa

The Bridge's Game



CONTENTS

◊ 1 Lungarni map

◊ 1 set of  cards including 12 Fight Cards and 6 Strategy Cards for the Mezzogiorno Side

◊ 1 set of  cards including 12 Fight Cards and 6 Strategy Cards for the Tramontana Side

◊ 12 Miniatures of  Fighters (1 for each Magistratura)

◊ 1 Fight Carrello

◊ 4 Data Sheets to assign power (2 for each Side)

◊ 2 Pencils: one for each Side

◊ 28 Red 20.000 kg/Push Chips 

◊ 30 Yellow 10.000 kg/Push Chips 

◊ 28 Orange 5.000 kg/Push Chips

Foto di copertina realizzata dallo studio Foto Parri di Ponsacco presso l’Hotel La Torre di Pisa
in cui si vede un momento del Gioco del Ponte in una illustrazione del 1785

IS NOT A TOY
For children older than three years because of little pieces.

This product in realized for adult players and model makers. 
Preserve the qrapping for future refernces.

This product is recommended to an audience older than 14 years.
Contents may vary from those shown.

The Bridge's Game



The history of the Game

Flowing towards the Mediterranean Sea, the River Arno crosses the city of Pisa dividing it in two parts, a Northern one 
(traditionally called Tramontana and a Southern one (called Mezzogiorno)
The Gioco del Ponte is the reproduction of a physical, athletic, tactical and strategic fight between those two Sides. The 
fight takes place on the only common ground ideally joining the two Sides: a Bridge, placed in the exact middle of the 
city and therefore called the Ponte di Mezzo.
The Gioco del Ponte is the oldest among the Pisa traditions and it proudly dates back eight centuries. Its origins can 
be traced in the old Gioco del Mazza Scudo (XII century) which used to ba played in the famous Piazza degli Anziani 
(today well known all over the world as the Piazza dei Cavalieri). Two crowds of youngsters would front each other, first 
individually and then all together in a physical fight, armed with a small club (or a stick) and holding a wooden/wicker 
shield that they would use to protect themselves or as a weapon to fight their opponents.
Such youngsters represented the two Parts of the Pisa, by then called the Gallo (the Northern) and the Gazza (the 
Southern one). Those were animal names (the Rooster and the Magpie) and such fight took place within an area 
enclosed by chains, beyond which they had to push their Rival Part in order to win the game. The historian Camillo 
Ranieri Borghi well suggested a Greek origin to such game as a tradition to keep fit the Pisa young soldiers during peace 
time, training them in hand-to-hand combat, sharpening their trickery and team spirit, to be then used during the as-
saults carried out by the Republic of Pisa’s Army on land and sea. In time, those Fighters would eventually wear helmets 
and armours. Such tradition continued until the fall of the Republic of Pisa into the hands of Florence on October 9th, 
1406, as the consequence of the betrayal by Giuseppe Gambacorta (the Capitano del Popolo). This episode was then 
followed by a long general restriction in the freedom of Pisa inhabitants, especially for the young ones, and therefore 
the playing of their Gioco.
For the Gioco, after the Mazza Scudo the second historical period was the Sixteenth Century.
Cosimo I dei Medici proceeded to rebuild and give back majesty to the city of Pisa and its Gioco placing it on its 
Ponte Vecchio, today known as the Ponte di Mezzo. Such a great occasion occurred on February 22nd, 1568 when a 
magnificent edition of the Gioco was played to celebrate birth and baptism of Eleonora dei Medici’s son, who by then 
was living in Pisa.
The most important evolution in the Gioco imagined by the Pisa people, was the introduction of a new offence/defence 
weapon, the Targone. It was a mix between a club and a shield, shaped as an olive leaf, wide at the top and narrow at its 
base, with two handles on its back used to hold it during the fight. The Targone was destined to be forever part of the 
Gioco and can still be seen today, not used any longer but proudly carried on each Fighter’s shoulder during the Mostra 
delle Truppe historical Parade along the Lungarni which takes place before the fight on the Ponte di Mezzo. Today’s 12 
teams and their targoni were born during the XVII century and they recall feats, mottos and the colours of each team, 
duly following the classification created at the time.
During those times the Gioco was a ferocious but non-lethal fight in which two armed crowds faced each other armed 
just with their Targoni, who wore padded-out clothes, as well as iron helmet and armours. They fought in the middle 
of the bridge and tried in any possible way using the targoni to push rivals into their own territory, thus conquering all 
the battlefield available (i.e. the entire bridge).
Many other editions of the Gioco del Ponte then took place – some of which even fought in Florence, still by Pisa fight-
ers – until 1785 when it then stopped again. The 1807 edition finally put an end to the second historical season, also 
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as a consequence of the Italian Risorgimento, the revolutionary period which 
would eventually take to the Unity of Italy.
A very long time then elapsed and in 1935 the local authorities decided to 
find a new way to restart the classic Gioco del Ponte. Professor Fortunato Bel-
lonzi – also a well-known artist and art critic  - was appointed with the task to 
draw the sketches for new costumes to be worn by fighters during the Mostra 
delle Truppe. He was inspired to refer to the most majestic of the classical 
times: the Spanish Seventeenth Century. His production was absolutely gor-
geous and can still be admired during the Parade along the Lungarni where 
more than seven hundred costumes with different shapes and colours give 
form to a ordered kaleidoscopic flow, before the actual fight on the Ponte di 
Mezzo.
A deep research in the field of fighting techniques then ensued and it was 
finally decided in 1935 to rebuild the Gioco del Ponte using the Targone in 
its truest spirit, with twelve teams, six for each Side, which had to supply the 
Command Strategists (called Luogotenenti) with the Affronti, the Forti, the 

Rincalzi and the Celatini fighters. Those were varieties of fighters split into teams 
and each with their own given skill and aim, in order to have the strongest possible 
army to face the Rival.
The infamous World War II events after 1939 again stopped the Gioco: all the 
city bridges had been destroyed by the Allies bombing. There was another edi-
tion in 1947 which this time took place within the city Stadium. Dr Ferruccio 
Giovannini, an outstanding figure in the history of Pisa traditions, invented on 
such occasion the Carrello, an iron giant trolley sliding on rails in order to have a 
still spectacular but less violent fight. From then on, fighters would push inside the 
Carrello, thus avoiding physical contact among each other.
In the meantime the heritage of the costumes was finely restored: they had been 
saved by hiding inside the dome of the City Baptistery. Dr Giovannini had an-
other brilliant idea and a crucial Body in general organization came to life: the 
Consiglio degli Anziani presided over by the Ancient Rector and by the Mayor of 
Pisa, and directed by the General Chancellor, whose task was the supervision and 
ruling of the Gioco del Ponte in all its phases.
When in 1950 the reconstruction of the Ponte di Mezzo was finally over, a mag-
nificent edition of the Gioco took place on it, using the Carrello by Giovannini. 
To avoid a tie breaker, teams were then reduced to five, thus representing the City 
historical Quarters and not the Magistrature, as in the past. Since then – apart in 1951 – the Gioco continued without 
interruption up to 1963 when due to a lack of investments in many levels of the organization, the Gioco again came 

to a sudden halt.
Finally, it was in 1982 that the modern Gioco del 
Ponte started again. Thanks to a group of Gioco 
faithful fans and devotees, a new Carrello was de-
signed and built, with new technical features and 
brand new shapes, to avoid limits and problems of 
the previous one.
Teams were again 6 for each Side, representing the 
twelve Magistrature, costumes were restored one 
more time and their number and beauty were large-
ly enriched, still in compliance with the Bellonzi’s 

Spanish models. The characters marching in the Parade became more than 700 thus offering an unique show in all Italy. 
Today the Gioco Event is quite standardized in its technical aspects as well as in the Ceremony which occurs before 
the fight on the Ponte di Mezzo, but it nonetheless needs exposure and this present educational board game has this 
goal: to disseminate and deepen the knowledge of this precious historical Pisan treasure which is the Gioco del Ponte.

By Vito Ardito, Historian, expert in the Gioco del Ponte
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Preparation

Since 1568 a game takes place in Pisa, involving the two Sides formed by the Arno River crossing the city: the 
Tramontana Side (the North) and the Mezzogiorno Side (the South). The two Sides used to tackle on the Ponte 
Vecchio (the modern Ponte di Mezzo) armed with long clubs which were used both as weapons and as shields 
(the so-called Targoni) which today are still exhibited by fighters during the Historical Parade along the Lungarni 
before the fight on the Bridge. The aim of Game was to push the enemies onto their Side and thus remain the 
only Masters of the Bridge. In modern days the introduction of the iron Carrello sliding on rails is intended to 
substitute the ferocious direct fight with a more spectacular one which implies power and strenght but also strat-
egy. The twelve traditional Pisa Quarters, six on the Tramontana Side and six on the Mezzogiorno Side (called the 
Magistrature) challenge with six exhausting fights by lining up 20 powerful athletes, who by means of an extreme 
effort try to push the heavy iron Carrello towards the other end of the Bridge and thus finally conquer it.
Which could be best strategy to endorse? What does your enemy have in store to surprise you? Only the smartest 
player will be able to reject the Enemy’s push and finally be the Master of the Bridge!

Place your Carrello on the Lungarni board right in the middle of the Ponte di Mezzo Bridge, deploy your fighters minia-
tures each for their own Magistratura, balance your powers, the Strategy and Fight Cards according to the Game Mode 
that you have chosen. You are now ready to challenge your Enemy in a fascinating fight to conquer the Ponte di Mezzo!

GAME MODES

This game provides several Modes according to the number of players: two, three, four and six.
Each Mode is then divided in three difficulty levels: Base, Advanced and Expert Mode.
For a better understanding of the various Modes please refer to the logic shown in Base Two-Players Mode.

Introduction
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PlayersBASE Mode 2
POWER ASSIGNMENT

Players should take control of the six Magistrature of their own Side, assigning their Kg/Push as the following:

1 Magistratura may have 110.000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

3 Magistrature may have 90.000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

2 Magistrature may have 60.000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

The Power assignment is displayed on the board by placing the  Kg/Push represented by colored chips in their dedi-
cated spaces, as follows:

Red Chips 20.000 Kg/Push

Yellow Chips 10.000 Kg/Push

Orange Chips 5.000 Kg/Push

ASSIGNMENT OF STRATEGY CARDS

Each player shuffles his own Strategy Cards and randomly distributes one for each Magistratura. Once placed these 
cards can not be changed among the Magistrature; they can been seen by Player but will remain hidden to the Enemy 
until their use.



PLAYING THE GAME

Phase 1: Challenge your Enemy!

The last game’s winner of he who picks up the highest card from the Strategy Packs, will first challenge the enemy Side, 
placing along the Carrello one of his Magistrature. The other Side will then respond choosing one of his Magistrature 
available. Each Magistratura can only be used once, unless there is a final tie breaker.

Phase 2: The Fights

Each challenge is won by means of the Fight Cards and as a result of the Strategy Cards.

Using the Fight Cards

There are three Fight Card types, having three different Push/Power values expressed in Kg/Push.

Whether a Fight Card wins or loses only depends on the Card typology you are fighting against and NOT on the value 
of Kg/Push indicated on the cards.

ATTACK CARDS Launching an attack means WINNING against a Magistratura which is exerting 
only Push, while it means LOSING from a Magistratura which is currently defending.

PUSH CARDS Exerting a strong push means WINNING against a Magistratura which is deployed in 
Defense, while it means LOSING from a Magistratura which is currently attacking.

DEFENSE CARDS To be deployed in defense means WINNING against a Magistratura which is 
currently Attacking you, while it means LOSING from a Magistratura which is currently exerting a 
strong Pressure.

Each player will secretly choose the Fight Card (among his twelve) to be used to make his Move and will then place 
it on the table without showing it to the Enemy.

The Magistratura will not be able to use any Fight Cards with a value higher than its own real power in any case.

Once players have both placed their Fight Card on the board, each one may decide if combining with that move 
also the Strategy Card already assigned to the Magistratura which is currently taking part in the Challenge. The 
Strategy Card which is being used during one of the Challenge Moves will be then removed.

If the Strategy Card will not be used it will then be put aside to be used in the event of a tie breaker.

Now cards will be revealed and the effects of the Strategy Cards eventually played will take effect, determining the 
result of the Move as the following:.

The winning Fight Card will move the Carrello towards the enemy side of a single slot per 5,000 Kg/
Push played.

 
EXAMPLE: If a Magistratura plays a 5,000 Kg/Push DEFENSE Fight Card and the enemy played an ATTACK 
15,000 Kg/Push card, the Move result is that the winning Fight Card will be the DEFENSE and the Carrello 
will move one slot towards the enemy Side

 
In the event of both players using the same Card typology, the winner will be he who is using more Kg/Push and 
he will advance as the difference of the Kg/Push cards value played

In the event of a draw the Carrello will remain still.

Once the Move is over (i.e. the Carrello has moved) both challenging Sides will take away from their Power the 
Kg/Push they have used.

In the event of a Magistratura left without power, the following Moves will only be played from the other Mag-
istratura, until the final Bridge conquering. He who remains powerless may still use his unused Strategy Card.

The 20,000 Kg/Push ATTACK Card can only be used by he who, at the beginning of the game, owns at 
least 100,000 Kg/Push.

The entire pack of 12 Fight Cards can only be re-used whether the Fight Cards have finished, or the Kg/Push left are 
not enough to use the Fight Cards left.

Attack 
Symbol

Push Symbol

Defense
Symbol
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Phase 3: Winning the Challenge

The challenge Winner is he who, after the several Moves, pushes the Carrello beyond the last slot available, thus re-
maining the Master of the Bridge.

If both Sides end their Kg/Push the challenge is won by he who is beyond the exact half of the bridge; in the case of a 
further draw the challenge will be resolved by means of a tie breaker using the entire Fight Cards pack (Defense/Attack/
Push not considering the values of the Kg/Push)

The Kg/Push not used during each challenge will be put in the Back-up Box and might be used in the event of a final 
tie breaker.

When the challenge is over, the winning Side will then place a new Magistratura for the next fight, to which the losing 
Side will oppose one of his.

AIM OF THE GAME

The aim of the game is to win at least 4 challenges out of 6.

Tie Breaker

In the event of a draw between the two Sides, a tie breaker will take place, as the following:

Each player will deploy any Magistratura he wants, with the Kg/Push still available on his Side and placed in their 
dedicated box; he may also use any Strategy Cards which were not used by his Side during the previous Challenges, 
adding an additional bonus of 40,000 Kg/Push.

Players

Players

ADVANCED Mode

EXPERT Mode

2

2

POWER ASSIGNMENT

Each player will distribute the 500,000 Kg/Push available to his own Magistrature, writing them on the dedicated 
Power Assignment Sheet. Each Magistratura must have 10,000 Kg/Push at least.

Once this procedure is completed the sheet will be shown and Power available will be distributed by placing Chips on 
the board.

ASSIGNMENT OF STRATEGY CARDS

Each player may decide freely how to combine his Strategy Cards with his Magistrature, but they will have to be one 
per each Magistratura. 

He will then place each Strategy card over the flag of the Magistratura to which it is assigned. 

The Game Playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its goal are the same as in the Base Mode.

POWER ASSIGNMENT

On the Power Assignment dedicated Sheet, each player will rank his own Magistrature, from the 1st (the 
strongest) to the last one, the 6th.

Each Magistratura will have written by its side the value of the Kg/Push it had been assigned. The total 
power will be 500,000 kg/Push and each Magistratura will have 10,000 Kg/Push at least. 

The ranking of the Magistrature will always be from the 1st to the 6th, even if two or more or them have the 
same Kg/Push.

The Enemy will see the ranking of the Magistrature but he will not know the Kg/Push distribution because 
its values will be hidden by a folding in the right side of the data Sheet.

A Magistratura will have to show its own Kg/Push assigned, only when it will be challenged to fight.

STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Strategy Cards Assignment is the same as in 2 Players Advanced Mode

Game playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its goal are the same as in Base Mode.
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EXPERT MODE – INCOGNITO VARIATION

 
POWER ASSIGNMENT

Chips are distributed equally among players (500.000 kg/push per player). Ranking is made by filling the 
Power Assignment data Sheet.

Players display on the game placard only the kg/push employed for each move by the Magistratura which is 
currently fighting.If players end their power they must declare it to the enemy side.

When the challenge is over, leaving the kg/push utilized on the placard, the initial power MUST NOT be 
revealed and the players must save the unused chips for an eventual tiebreak.

 
STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Strategy Cards Assignment is the same as in Mode 2 Players Advanced Mode

Game playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its aim are the same as in the Base Mode.

Players

Players

BASE Mode

BASE Mode

3

4

The player who picks up the highest card from one onf the two Strategy Packs will have the following options:

a) Be the commander of one of the two Sides, Tramontana or Mezzogiorno thus leaving to the other players 
the command of three Magistrature, each East or West of the other Side.

b) Choose among the other players his “Ally” and share with him the command of the Magistrature of the 
chosen Side, assigning three each of them to East or West and leaving to the remaining Enemy the other 
entire Side.

Strategy Cards and Power assignment, as well as game playing, will remain the same as in 4 Players Base Mode.

Once fights are over the winner will be he who fought in the winning Side. If the winning Side was the one owned 
by to allied players, the winner will be he who collected more victories. In the event of a draw the winner will be he 
who remains with a higher value of Kg/Push.

In the event of a further draw, an ex aequo victory will be assigned.

When fights end up with a draw, the winner will be he who dominated the tie breaker between the two Sides, one 
from Tramontana and the other from Mezzogiorno; 40,000 kg/Push will be further assigned to both Sides.

(see Tie Breaker on pag 7)

POWER ASSIGNMENT

Players will control one fourth of the board, i.e. three Magistrature each, placed east or west of the Bridge.

Kg/Push will be assigned as the following:

1 Magistratura may have 105,000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

1 Magistratura may have 85,000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

1 Magistratura may have 60,000 Kg/Push according to the Player’s strategy

Power assignment is represented on the board by placing the kg/Push colored chips in their dedicated boxes, according to 
the following values:

Red Chips 20,000 Kg/Push

Yellow Chips 10,000 Kg/Push

Orange Chips 5,000 Kg/Push
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STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Each player picks up three cards out of the Strategy Cards Pack of his own Side and distributes them at random One 
per each of his own Magistrature. The Strategy Cards thus assigned cannot be seen by Player but will remain hidden to 
the Enemy until they are used.

 
GAME PLAYING

Phase 1: Challenge your Enemy!

The last game’s winner or he who picks up the highest card from the Strategy Packs, decides which of his own Magistra-
ture to deploy on the Bridge and which Quarter (East or West) of the other Side he wishes to challenge.

The Challenge winner will deploy a new Magistratura for the following fight, challenging one of the two players of the 
enemy Side.

This procedure will be followed until the end of all Challenges.

If a Challenge Winner has no longer any Magistratura available, the turn for the following Challenge will pass to the 
other Player of the same Side.

Game playing (Phase 2 and Phase 3) are the same as in Base Mode of the 2 Players Mode, the only difference 
being that each player will place the Kg/Push he did not use in his back up dedicated box.

 
AIM OF THE GAME

Once all fights are over the Winner will be he who, from the winning Side, will have collected more victories. In the 
event of a draw the winner will be he who remains with more Kg/Push in his back up box.

Should another draw occur an ex aequo victory will be assigned.

If the Challenges among the Sides end up with a draw, the tie breaker Challenge for victory will be played by the player 
who collected more victories for his Side. (Please refer to the previous tie breaker Challenge on page 10.

Players

Players

ADVANCED Mode

EXPERT Mode

4

4

POWER ASSIGNMENT

Each player will distribute 250,000 Kg/Push to his own three Magistrature, writing them on the dedicated Power 
Assignment data Sheet. Each Magistratura must have 10,000 Kg/Push at least.

Once this procedure is completed the data Sheets will be shown and Power will be distributed by placing Chips on 
the board.
 
STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Each player picks up three cards from the Strategy Card Pack of his Side and freely combines his own Magistrature 
with them: they will have to be one for each Magistratura. He will then place each Strategy Card on the Magistra-
tura’s flag it was assigned to. 

Game playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its aim are the same as in the Base Mode.

POWER ASSIGNMENT

Each Player will rank his own Magistrature on the dedicated Power Assignment data Sheet, from the 1st (the 
most powerful) to the 3rd and last.

Each Magistratura will have its assigned Kg/Push value written by its side. The assigned total power will be 
250,000 Kg/Push and each Magistratura will have to possess 10.000 Kg/Push at least. 

Ranking will be intended as usual, from the 1st to the 3rd, even if one or more Magistrature will have the 
same Kg/Push.

The Enemy will be able to see your Magistrature ranking but will ignore the Kg/Push distribution as it will be 
hidden by a folding in the right side of the data Sheet.

Only when a Magistratura is challenged to a fight its Kg/Push will be revealed by placing them on the board.
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STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Each player picks up three cards from the Strategy Card Pack of his Side and freely combines his own Magis-
trature with them: they will have to be one for each Magistratura. 

He will then place each Strategy Card on the Magistratura’s flag it was assigned to.

Game playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its aim are the same as in Base Mode.

 
EXPERT MODE – INCOGNITO VARIATION

 
POWER ASSIGNMENT

Chips are equally distributed among players  (250.000 kg/push per player).Ranking is made by filling the 
Power Assignment data Sheet.

Players display on the board only the kg/Push employed for each move by the Magistratura which is cur-
rently fighting. If players end their power they must declare it to the enemy side.

Once the Kg/Push are over the Player must declare it. Conversely, when the Challenge is over both players must 
reveal the initial Push assigned to that Magistratura.

When the challenge is over, leaving the kg/Push utilized on the placard, the initial power MUST NOT be 
revealed and the players must save the unused chips for an eventual tiebreak.

STRATEGY CARDS ASSIGNMENT

Strategy Cards Assignment is carried out as in 4 Players Advanced Mode.

Game playing (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3) and its aim are the same as in Base Mode.

The 6 Players Game Mode has the same logic of the 4 Players Base Mode, but in addition to Players, the Side General is 
introduced who will decide which Magistrature will be deployed on the Bridge. He will also be able to see the Strategy 
Cards of his own Magistrature. 

The winners will be the players and the General belonging to the winning Side.

The 6 Players Game Mode has the same logic as the 4 Players Advanced Mode, but this time the Side General will have 
the task to decide how to combine Strategy Cards to his own Magistrature. 

The winners will be the players and the General belonging to the winning Side.

The 6 Players Game Mode has the same logic as the 4 Players Expert Mode but the Side General will decide how to 
combine the Strategy Cards to his Magistrature and, after consulting his Side’s Power Assignment Sheet he will decide 
which Magistrature to deploy on the Bridge.

The winners will be the players and the General belonging to the winning Side.

 
EXPERT MODE – INCOGNITO VARIATION

The 6 Players Game Playing has the same logic as the 4 Players Expert Mode - Incognito Variation.

Players BASE Mode6

Players ADVANCED Mode6

Players EXPERT Mode6
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